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ABSTRACT
Context. Transition disks (TDs) are circumstellar disks with inner regions highly depleted in dust. TDs are observed
in a small fraction of disk-bearing objects at ages of 1-10Myr. They are important laboratories to study evolutionary
effects in disks, from photoevaporation to planet-disk interactions.
Aims. We report the discovery of a large inner dust-empty region in the disk around the very low mass star CIDA1
(M? ∼ 0.1− 0.2 M).
Methods. We used ALMA continuum observations at 887µm, which provide a spatial resolution of 0.′′21 × 0.′′12
(∼15×8 au in radius at 140 pc).
Results. The data show a dusty ring with a clear cavity of radius ∼20 au, the typical characteristic of a TD. The emission
in the ring is well described by a narrow Gaussian profile. The dust mass in the disk is ∼17M⊕. CIDA1 is one of the
lowest mass stars with a clearly detected millimeter cavity. When compared to objects of similar stellar mass, it has
a relatively massive dusty disk (less than ∼ 5% of Taurus Class II disks in Taurus have a ratio of Mdisk/M? larger
than CIDA1) and a very high mass accretion rate (CIDA1 is a disk with one of the lowest values of Mdisk/M˙ ever
observed). In light of these unusual parameters, we discuss a number of possible mechanisms that can be responsible
for the formation of the dust cavity (e.g., photoevaporation, dead zones, embedded planets, close binary). We find that
an embedded planet of a Saturn mass or a close binary are the most likely possibilities.
Key words. accretion, accretion disk – circumstellar matter –stars: premain-sequence-protoplanetary disk–planet for-
mation
1. Introduction
Protoplanetary disks around very low mass (VLM) stars
and brown dwarfs (BDs) are excellent laboratories to inves-
tigate planet formation in extreme conditions, such as very
low disk mass and temperature. Recent exoplanet discover-
ies around VLM stars provide exciting scenarios where sev-
eral Earth-like planets are tightly packed in the habitable
zone (e.g., TRAPPIST-1, Gillon et al. 2017). However, it
is still unclear how planets overall form around VLM stars.
In general, the first steps of planet formation involve the
dynamics and growth of small (submicron-sized) particles
to planetesimals (e.g., Armitage 2010). These processes are
regulated by the interaction of the dust with the gas. Due
to the gas drag, dust particles experience a fast radial drift
toward the star. This radial drift can be a barrier for growth
since it is expected to happen in very short timescales before
particles grow to planetesimals (Brauer et al. 2008).
In disks around VLM stars and BDs, the radial drift bar-
rier is more difficult to overcome, since the drift velocities
are expected to be higher than around T-Tauri or Herbig
stars (Pinilla et al. 2013; Zhu et al. 2017). This is because
the dust drift velocity depends on the the difference be-
tween the orbital gas velocity and the Keplerian speed, and
as a result vdrift ∝ 1/
√
M? (see mathematical derivation in
Sect. 2.2 in Pinilla et al. 2013). It is, however, evident that
disks around VLM stars and BDs host millimeter sized-
particles (Ricci et al. 2014; Bayo et al. 2017; Pinilla et al.
2017b) and that somehow the radial drift of the particles is
reduced or completely suppressed in these disks.
A potential possibility for reducing the radial drift
of grains is the existence of local pressure bumps where
grains accumulate and can continue growing to planetesi-
mals (Whipple 1972; Weidenschilling 1977). This idea has
had a growing interest due to the substructures that have
been resolved in the last years from multiwavelength ob-
servations of protoplanetary disks, which are suggested to
originate from particle trapping in pressure bumps (e.g.,
ALMA Partnership et al. 2015; Andrews et al. 2016; Isella
et al. 2016; Ginski et al. 2016; van der Plas et al. 2016a; van
Boekel et al. 2017; Fedele et al. 2017; Cieza et al. 2017). In
the case of TRAPPIST-1, recent models invoke the rapid
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Fig. 1. Accretion luminosity obtained from the luminosity of
different lines using the relations of Alcalá et al. (2014). Red
points are for values obtained assuming AV=3 mag, open yellow
points assuming AV=2 mag. The blue line is the value of accre-
tion luminosity derived from Balmer continuum excess modeling
assuming AV=3 mag. A smaller spread of values of accretion lu-
minosity is present when AV = 2 mag.
formation of planetesimals at the snow line in combination
with streaming instabilities (e.g., Ormel et al. 2017).
In this context, of special interest is the structures ob-
served in transition disks (TDs), which are disks with empty
dust cavities, and which were originally identified by a lack
of near and mid-infrared emission in the spectral energy
distribution (SED, Strom et al. 1989). Recent observations
with ALMA have reveal that some disks that seem to be
full disks from the SED, may host a large millimeter cav-
ity (e.g., RYLup, Sz118 Ansdell et al. 2016; van der Marel
et al. 2018). One of the most frequent explanations for the
origin of TDs structures is the existence of a massive planet
filtering dust particles and trapping mainly the millimeter
sized particles in the outer pressure bump formed at the
edge of the planetary gap (e.g., Rice et al. 2006; Zhu et
al. 2011; Pinilla et al. 2012). Most of the resolved millime-
ter cavities have been observed around Herbig Ae/Be stars
and early type (F, G, K) T-Tauri stars (e.g., van der Marel
et al. 2016, 2018). Disk masses scale with the stellar mass
(Andrews et al. 2013), hence it may be easier to detect TDs
around Herbig Ae/Be and T-Tauri stars than VLM stars,
because they have higher amount of material to form mas-
sive planets. Nevertheless, this can also be the result of an
observational bias since disks around BDs and VLM stars
are are fainter and smaller and thus more difficult to detect.
In this paper we report a resolved millimeter-dust con-
tinuum cavity around a VLM young star known as CIDA1
from ALMA observations. In the next Sect 2 we describe
the observed properties of CIDA1. Section 3 summarizes
our ALMA observations and data reduction. Sections 4 and
5 present the summary of the results from the observations
and the data analysis respectively. Finally, in Sects. 6 and 7
we discuss our results in the context of the potential origin
of the observed cavity, and the conclusions of this work.
2. CIDA1
CIDA1 (J04141760+2806096) is a low mass Class II T-
Tauri star in Taurus (Briceno et al. 1993). Its spectral type
has been estimated to be between M4.5 (Herczeg & Hil-
lenbrand 2014) and M5.5 (White & Basri 2003), with a
non-negligible extinction of AV ∼ 3 mag. The luminosity
quoted in the literature is ∼ 0.2 L (Herczeg & Hillenbrand
2008, 2014), with a corresponding mass in the range 0.1–0.2
M, depending on the adopted evolutionary tracks. The ef-
fective temperature is estimated to be 3000-3100K. CIDA1
is a strong accretor for its stellar mass. Herczeg & Hillen-
brand (2008) estimate M˙ ∼ 1.2× 10−8 M/yr for AV ∼ 3
mag.
This value of extinction reported in the literature for
CIDA1 is rather uncertain (Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2008).
We measure the extinction toward CIDA1 using an indi-
rect, but powerful method. We assume that the accretion
luminosity Lacc can be derived with good accuracy from the
luminosity of several different emission lines, using the re-
lations derived by Alcalá et al. (2014). If properly corrected
for extinction, all the lines should give the same result (e.g.,
Alcalá et al. 2014; Rigliaco et al. 2012). We use the fluxes of
the Hα, Hβ, Hγ, Hδ, CaK λ393.4 nm, He λ587.56 nm, and
He λ667.82 nm measured by Herczeg & Hillenbrand (2008)
to determine Lacc assuming different values of AV from 0
to 3 mag. The standard deviation of the values of logLacc
determined from the various lines at different values of AV
presents a minimum at AV = 2 mag, as shown in Fig. 1. In
this figure, the red dots are used for the values of Lacc for
AV = 3 mag, and the blue line the value derived by Herczeg
& Hillenbrand (2008) from the UV excess continuum emis-
sion, corrected for the same extinction. The yellow dots are
the line-derived values for AV = 2 mag. We thus assume
that AV is 2 mag.
Using this extinction in combination with the 2MASS J-
band magnitude and a distance of 140 pc (typical for young
stars in the Taurus association) gives an absolute J-band
magnitude of MJ = 5.4. Comparing with the Baraffe et
al. (1998) 1Myr evolutionary track yields L?=8 × 10−2L
and M?=0.1M±0.1dex. From the hydrogen recombina-
tion line fluxes, we derive a value of the accretion luminosity
of 1.2× 10−2 L. The corresponding mass accretion rate is
4.0×10−9 M/yr±0.45 dex (the uncertainty is based on the
cumulative relative uncertainty calculated in Alcalá et al.
2014). Comparing the effective temperature with the same
evolutionary track gives a very similar estimate for mass
and luminosity. Switching to the more recent Baraffe et al.
(2015) isochrone for 1Myr again yields consistent results
for the stellar parameters.
CIDA1 hosts a circumstellar disk, which was first de-
tected in the millimeter domain by Schaefer et al. (2009).
ALMA Cycle 0 observations showed evidence of a large
dusty disk (Ricci et al. 2014). Modeling the same con-
tinuum data, Testi et al. (2016) found a disk mass of
∼ 4.5MJup for a gas-to-dust ratio of 100 and a dust opacity
κ890µm = 2 cm2/g. The CIDA1 disk is detected very clearly
in the CO(3-2) line (Ricci et al. 2014), with a velocity gra-
dient consistent with rotation. In the data reported by Ricci
et al. (2014), there is no evidence of structures either in the
dust or gas. The SED of CIDA1 has been modeled most
recently by Hendler et al. (2017). While the outer radius
cannot be constrained by the SED alone, there is no evi-
dence of an inner cavity (Rin=0.3+1.5−0.3 au). The far-infrared
fluxes for CIDA1 are discussed in Daemgen et al. (2016);
in their sample of very low mass stars, the disk of CIDA1
is one of the brightest at 100-200µm.
3. Observations
CIDA1 was observed with ALMA on August 12, 2016
at Band 7 (frequency of about 338 GHz; ALMA project
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ID: 2015.1.00934.S; PI: L. Ricci). During the observations
38 antennas were available. The total time on-source was
about 50 minutes, and observations covered unprojected
baselines between about 15 and 1462 m.
The ALMA correlator was configured to record dual po-
larization with four separate spectral windows. Two spec-
tral windows were dedicated to the continuum (bandwidth
of 2 GHz), and have central frequencies of 332.0 and 344.0
GHz, respectively. The mean frequency of these observa-
tions 338.0GHz, corresponding to a wavelength of about
887µm. Two more spectral windows, with central frequen-
cies of 330.6 and 345.8GHz and channel width of 61.0 kHz,
were used to observe CO isotopologues. These data are not
discussed in this paper.
The ALMA data were calibrated by National Radio As-
tronomy Observatory (NRAO) staff using the CASA soft-
ware package (McMullin et al. 2007). Simultaneous obser-
vations of the 183GHz water line with the water vapor
radiometers were used to reduce atmospheric phase noise
before using J0403+2600 for standard complex calibration.
The frequency-dependent bandpass and absolute flux scale
were calibrated using J0510+1800. While no Solar Sys-
tem object was observed as part of our program scheduling
block, the flux calibration scale is tied to the Butler-JPL-
Horizon 2012 models, resulting in an accuracy of about
10%.
Following the standard ALMA pipeline processing, we
performed two rounds of self-calibration on phase only (20s
solution intervals) and amplitude and phase (200s solution
intervals). The resulting visibilities were time and spectrally
averaged, excluding the CO(3-2) frequency range.
Before imaging and further modeling of the visibilities,
the phase center of the data was corrected by an offset of
[0.′′13,−0.′′42] using the algorithm fixvis in CASA. This
offset was obtained using uvmodelfit, for which we as-
sumed a simple Gaussian or a disk model. Both approaches
provided the same results (within the uncertainties) for the
offset, position angle (PA), and disk inclination. Both mod-
els (Gaussian and disk model) give good convergence, how-
ever, as a test we also perform the fit taking only short base-
lines (≤200 or ≤400 kλ), which do not resolve the disk inner
cavity (see below). These tests give similar results as using
the entire dataset. Eventually we adopted as disk center po-
sition α2000=04:14:17.62, δ2000=+28:06:09.28. The PA and
disk inclination were also derived from the uvmodelfit,
PA=12.0◦ ± 0.9◦, and i = 37.3◦ ± 0.6◦, these values are
used for the analysis presented in this paper.
Imaging was performed with the clean algorithm in
CASA using uniform weighting. The resulting image,
presented in the left panel of Fig. 2, has an rms of
0.15mJybeam−1 and a synthesized beam of 0.′′21 × 0.′′12
(FWHM).
4. Results
The dust continuum emission at 887µm shows evidence for
an inner cavity in the dusty disk (Fig. 2, left panel). The
right panel of Fig. 2 shows the surface brightness along the
PA of the disk from the image in the left panel, revealing
ring-like structure peaking at ∼20 au (assuming a distance
to the target of 140 pc) from the central star, and a sub-
stantial cavity within the ring, a clear sign of a TD around
a very low mass star.
The total flux obtained from the image is∼ 3.6×10−2Jy,
with a noise level or rms (σ) of the observations of 0.2mJy.
With this flux, we calculate the disk dust mass assuming
optically thin emission, as Hildebrand (1983),
Mdust ' d
2Fν
κνBν(T (r))
, (1)
where d is the distance to the source taken to be 140 pc,
κν is the mass absorption coefficient at a given fre-
quency. We assume a frequency-dependent relation given by
κν = 2.3 cm2 g−1 × (ν/230 GHz)0.4 (Andrews et al. 2013).
Bν(Tdust) is the Planck function for a given dust tempera-
ture Tdust. The correct value of Tdust is not well known. For
the often assumed Tdust = 20K (e.g., Ansdell et al. 2016)
the dust disk mass is 2.7× 10−5± 8.7× 10−6M ; the pre-
scription Tdust ≈ 25×(L?/L)0.25K derived by Andrews et
al. (2013), gives 5.2×10−5±1.7×10−5M, while the rela-
tion derived by van der Plas et al. (2016b) gives a dust disk
mass of 4.4×10−5±1.4×10−5M. The disk mass obtained
in Testi et al. (2016) is 4.5× 10−5M. For the calculation
of the dust disk mass uncertainty, we include 10% of uncer-
tainty from the flux calibration, 20 pc for the uncertainty
of the distance to Taurus, and 10% of uncertainty for the
dust opacity. In the following, we will adopt the value of
5.2×10−5±1.7×10−5M or 5.5×10−2±1.8×10−2MJup
for the dust disk mass, since we will compare the proper-
ties of CIDA1 to those of the disks in Taurus analyzed in
Andrews et al. (2013).
5. Data Analysis
To describe the disk morphology, we performed the follow-
ing analysis in the visibility domain. We assume the center,
PA, and inclination obtained from uvmodelfit in CASA
as described in Sect. 3 to deproject and bin the data. We
assume an axisymmetric disk since the image in Fig. 2 does
not show significant asymmetries. Therefore, we only fit
the real part of the visibilities. In this case, the Fourier
transform of a symmetric brightness distribution can be
expressed in terms of the zeroth-order Bessel function of
the first kind J0 of the de-projected uv-distance, such that
VReal(ruv) = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
I(r)J0(2piruvr)rdr, (2)
where ruv =
√
u2φ cos i
2 + v2φ, being uφ and vφ the depro-
jected uv-distances. For the intensity profile I(r), we con-
sider a model with a single Gaussian ring. The fitting is
conducted using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
method with three free parameters (rpeak, σwidth, Ftotal),
such that the intensity radial profile is given by
I(r) = C exp
(
− (r − rpeak)
2
2σ2width
)
, (3)
where the constant C is related to the total flux of the disk
as
C =
Ftotal∫∞
0
I(r)J0(0)rdr
. (4)
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Fig. 2. Left panel: ALMA observations of dust continuum emission for CIDA1 at 887µm, with the contour overlaid at 10,20,...,90%
of the peak (∼ 7.7mJy). The beam size is indicated at the bottom left corner (0.′′21× 0.′′12). Right panel: continuum flux along
the PA= 12◦ of the disk, the offset is given in au assuming a distance of 140 pc.
To perform the fit, we use emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013), which allows us to efficiently sample the parameter
space in order to maximize the likelihood result for each
model. We follow the procedure as in Pinilla et al. (2017a).
The parameter space explored by the Markov chain in this
model is: rpeak ∈ [1, 150] au, σwidth ∈ [1, 50] au, and Ftotal ∈
[0.0, 0.1] Jy.
For the radial grid, we assume r ∈ [0 − 500] au with
linearly separated steps of 0.25 au. We allow the Markov
chain to sample the parameter space for one thousand steps,
with two hundred walkers. The maximum autocorrelation
time is ∼ 100 for all cases, and we examine the last 100
steps to check the convergence of the fit. Figure 3 shows
the results from the MCMC fit for CIDA1. The result for
the best-fitting parameters is:
rpeak = 20.7
+0.1
−0.1 au
σwidth = 5.8
+0.2
−0.2 au
Ftotal = 35.4
+0.2
−0.2 mJy. (5)
Top panels of Fig. 4 show the real part of the depro-
jected and binned visibilities for CIDA1. The model (Eq. 3)
with the best-fit parameters is over-plotted (Eq. 7). In ad-
dition, the residuals and the best-fit model of the intensity
profile are also shown. The best-fit model clearly show evi-
dence for a cavity, with radius ∼ 20 au, defined as the radial
position where the peak of the ring of emission is located.
As an experiment, we also perform a fit assuming an
asymmetric Gaussian with different inner and outer widths
with respect to the peak (bottom panels of Fig. 4). In this
case, the intensity profile is given by
I(r) =
 C exp
(
− (r−rpeak)2
2σ2width,int
)
for r ≤ rpeak
C exp
(
− (r−rpeak)2
2σ2width,ext
)
for r > rpeak,
(6)
where σwidth,int and σwidth,ext correspond to the inner and
outer width of the Gaussian with respect to the peak.
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Fig. 3. Representation of the MCMC results for CIDA1, show-
ing the one-dimensional and two-dimensional posterior distribu-
tions for the MCMC fit. The plot shows the posterior sampling
provided by the last 700 steps of the 200 walkers chain. The
median values and the 1σ standard deviation of the best-fitting
parameters are shown is vertical dashed lines.
This experiment is motivated by the expected intensity
profiles due to particle trapping in a single pressure bump
(Pinilla et al. 2017a), which show that the ring-like emis-
sion at early times of the evolution (∼ 1Myr) has a sharper
rise and a more extended outer tail than at later times
(∼ 5Myr), when the ring is more radially symmetric. This is
a result of particle growth and drift from the outer part to-
ward the pressure maximum. The parameter space explored
in this case is rpeak ∈ [1, 150] au, σwidth,int ∈ [1, 50] au,
σwidth,ext ∈ [1, 50] au, and Ftotal ∈ [0.0, 0.1] Jy. The best-
fitting parameters in this case are:
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Fig. 4. Left panel: Real part of the visibilities for CIDA1. The model with the best-fit parameters is over-plotted. Middle panel:
residuals after subtracting the best-fit model from data. Right panel: Best fit intensity model, which is normalized to the value
at the location of peak of the ring. In addition, 200 samples from the chain are over-plotted (light pink lines). The top panels
correspond to a model with a radially symmetric ring (Eq. 3) and the bottom panels correspond to a Gaussian with different inner
and outer widths with respect to the peak
rpeak = 28.8
+0.5
−0.9 au
σwidth,int = 12.7
+0.8
−0.8 au
σwidth,ext = 0.6
+0.7
−0.4 au
Ftotal = 35.4
+0.2
−0.2 mJy. (7)
To quantify which of the two models (radially symmet-
ric ring or radially asymmetric ring) provides a better fit,
we obtain the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), which
is calculated as BIC = N ln(χ2/N) + ln(N)Nvariables, being
N the number of data points, and Nvariables the number of
variable parameters. The model with the lowest BIC value
is the radially asymmetric ring model, and the difference
between the two BICs is 11.7, which implies a strong evi-
dence against the radially symmetric model.
In both cases the ring is quite narrow and the disk is
very compact (Fig. 4). In particular, the radially asymmet-
ric ring model shows that the outer tail decreases sharper
than the inner width of the ring, suggesting a very effective
drift of particles from the outer disk. Pinilla et al. (2018)
analyzed a total of 29TDs observed with ALMA and found
that less than 10% of the disks in the sample (including
CIDA1) have a much sharper tail compared to the inner
width of the ring. These few targets, however, do not have
any common property (they have different stellar masses,
disk masses, or accretion rate), leaving us an open question
why in few cases radial drift is more efficient in the outer
disk.
The outer radius of the dust continuum emission de-
rived from our analysis of the ALMA Cycle 3 observations
is more compact (∼ 30 au) than previously inferred from
ALMA Cycle 0 data (Ricci et al. 2014; Testi et al. 2016).
The uv-coverage from the Cycle 0 data is up to ∼ 350 kλ,
which is shorter than the position of the null in the visi-
bilities (∼ 500 kλ) that evidences the existence of a cavity.
The most current data, covers a factor of almost four more
than Cycle 0 data (up to ∼ 1350 kλ). Because the Cycle 0
had a very short u-v coverage and the disk was marginally
resolved, the disk size could be over-estimated in previous
analysis, in particular if the fit was forced to be a power-law
or a tapered profile, as in Ricci et al. (2014); Testi et al.
(2016).
6. Discussion
When compared with a sample of T-Tauri stars in Tau-
rus, CIDA1 has a rather massive disk for its stellar mass,
as shown in the left panel of Fig. 5. For this figure, we
considered the stellar masses calculated using the evolu-
tionary models of Baraffe et al. (1998) and the millime-
ter fluxes and dust masses obtained in Andrews et al.
(2013). Moreover, we include (or update if they were in
the previous sample from Andrews et al. 2013) the re-
cent targets reported by Ward-Duong et al. (2018). To
calculate the dust disk mass, we follow the same proce-
dure as in Andrews et al. (2013), and we use Eq. 1 assum-
ing for all targets κν = 2.3 cm2 g−1 × (ν/230 GHz)0.4 and
Tdust ≈ 25× (L?/L)0.25K.
CIDA 1 has a massive disk for its stellar mass. With
a disk mass of 5.5±1.8MJup (assuming a dust-to-gas ra-
tio of 1/100) and a stellar mass of 0.1M ± 0.15 dex, it is
Mdisk/M? ∼ 4.8× 10−2± 1.6× 10−2. Andrews et al. (2013)
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Fig. 5. Left panel: Dust mass versus stellar mass for Taurus Class II objects. Dots and upper limits from Andrews et al. (2013),
assuming a dust temperature as Tdust ≈ 25×(L?/L)0.25K, and the evolutionary models from Baraffe et al. (1998) to calculate the
stellar mass. The hexagonal points correspond to the targets reported by Ward-Duong et al. (2018), assuming the same procedure
as in Andrews et al. (2013) to calculate the dust disk mass. The position of CIDA1 is shown by the red square. Right panel:
Mass accretion rate versus stellar mass for Taurus Class II objects. Dots from Herczeg & Hillenbrand (2008), diamonds from the
compilation of Rigliaco et al. (2015). The location of CIDA1 is shown by the red square. Known TDs as classified by Rigliaco et
al. (2015) are identified by blue squares.
estimate that less than ∼2-5% of Taurus Class II have a
ratio larger than that. The mass accretion rate of CIDA1
is also very high, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. How-
ever, it should be kept in mind that the sample of Taurus T-
Tauri stars with homogeneously measured mass accretion
rates is very small. The ratio Mdisk/M˙ is 1.4Myr. When
compared with other disks in the Lupus and Chamaeleon
I star forming regions (Manara et al. 2016; Mulders et al.
2017) this ratio is in the lower ∼5% of the ratios measured
in full disks, and it is the lowest for transition disks with
large cavities (Najita et al. 2015; Manara et al. 2016). This
makes this target an exceptional one.
The cavities of TDs can have different origins, includ-
ing internal photoevaporation from the stellar irradiation
(e.g., Alexander & Armitage 2007; Owen & Clarke 2012),
planet disk interaction (e.g., Rice et al. 2006; Zhu et al.
2011; Pinilla et al. 2012), dead-zones (e.g., Regály et al.
2012; Flock et al. 2015; Pinilla et al. 2016), or a combina-
tion of any of these phenomena (e.g., Rosotti et al. 2013).
Photoevaporation Models of photoevaporation predict
small cavities (.10 au) and low accretion rates (.
10−9M year−1) (see e.g., Fig. 2 from Owen et al. 2017).
The cavity size inferred from the ALMA observations
of CIDA1 and its mass accretion rate (M˙ ∼ 4 ×
10−9M year−1) are very large and fell outside the range
predicted by these models. Recently, Ercolano et al. (2018)
showed that X-ray photoevaporation in disks with mod-
est gas-phase depletion of carbon and oxygen can explain
TDs with a large diversity of accretion rates and cavity
sizes. However, it is important to note that the models
in Ercolano et al. (2018) and Owen et al. (2017) are ob-
tained assuming a central star with stellar mass of 0.7M,
much more massive than CIDA1. Although more appropri-
ate models are clearly needed, for the moment photoevap-
oration does not appear to be the most likely explanation
of the CIDA 1 inner cavity.
Dead zones Dead zones are a potential origin for TD-like
structures. Dead zones are formed because X-rays and far-
UV rays from the central star cannot penetrate the deep
and dense disk midplane, which leads to a low-ionized re-
gion where MRI is suppressed. The size and shape of a
dead zone depends on different factors such as chemistry
and dust properties (Dzyurkevich et al. 2013). In partic-
ular, the extension of the dead zone depends on the disk
density. Pinilla et al. (2016) implemented changes in the ef-
fective α−viscosity (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) that depend
on the disk gas surface density. They showed that dead
zones can open gaps/cavities and reproduce structures as
seen in TDs. According to MHD simulations, the typical
values of the gas surface density threshold for which X-rays
and far-UV cannot penetrate the disk is 10-15 g/cm2. In the
case of low mass disks, these values are only reached in the
inner disk. To calculate where this threshold is reached in
the particular case of CIDA1, we assume that the initial gas
surface density (before the cavity was opened) is an expo-
nentially tapered profile (e.g., Guilloteau et al. 2011), that
is Σ(r) = Σ0(r/r0)−γ exp[−(r/rc)2−γ ], with r0 = 100 au,
rc = 80 au, γ = 1.5, and we take the dust mass from the
current ALMA observations and assume a dust-to-gas ra-
tio of 1/100 to calculate the normalization factor Σ0. The
values of rc and r0 are not constrain from current gas ob-
servations of CIDA1, but we assume that the gas density
is around ∼ 2.6 times more extended than the millimeter
dust, as observed in different protoplanetary disks (e.g., de
Gregorio-Monsalvo et al. 2013; Walsh et al. 2014). Under
this assumption, the gas surface density threshold for which
X-rays and far-UV cannot penetrate the disk is reached at
∼5au, preventing the formation of a extended dead zone
and hence of a very large cavity.
If this threshold is lower (∼ 2g/cm2), the outer edge of
the dead zones can be moved outward to ∼8-10au. In this
case, however, the gas surface density bump that is formed
at ∼ 10 au dissipates on a very short timescale (.0.2Myr)
due to viscous evolution. Hence, forming a long-lived large
cavity due to a dead zone in a very low mass disk is unlikely.
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Fig. 6. Criterion to open a gap in the gas surface density (Crida
et al. 2006) assuming the disk parameters for CIDA1. When the
criterion (in the y-axes) is lower than unity, a planet of such mass
can open a gap in the gas surface density of the disk, generating
particle trapping and an empty dust cavity.
Embedded Planets A massive planet can open a gap in
the gas surface density and create an empty cavity in
millimeter- and centimeter-sized grains. We calculate the
minimum mass planet to open a gas gap under the CIDA1
disk conditions (Crida et al. 2006; Pinilla et al. 2017b), as-
suming an α−viscosity value of 10−4, and obtain values for
the planet-star mass ratio of ∼ 2.5 × 10−3, which corre-
sponds to around 1.0×MSaturn by assuming M? = 0.1M,
and the planet located at 15 au in order to have the cavity
at ∼ 20 au (Fig. 6). Taking the dust disk masses calcu-
lated in Sect 4, and assuming a gas-to-dust ratio of 100,
the disk mass is between ∼ 10MSaturn to ∼ 18MSaturn.
These estimates show that the presence of such a planet
is a realistic scenario to explain the disk morphology of
CIDA1. When assuming an intermediate α−viscosity value
of 10−3,the minimum mass planet to open a gap in the gas
surface density increases, and the planet-star mass ratio is
∼ 4.0× 10−3, which corresponds to a ∼ 14MSaturn planet.
Assuming that CIDA1 is 1Myr old and its accretion rate
is 4 × 10−9 M/yr implies that at least ∼ 44% of the to-
tal initial disk mass was used for the formation of such a
planet. This suggests that an embedded massive planet is
a plausible explanation for the cavity formation only for a
relatively low viscosity disk.
Circumbinary disk It is possible that instead of hosting a
massive planet, CIDA1 is a binary system, with a com-
panion that is responsible for the cavity formation. In this
case, the cavity shape depend on the mass ratio, eccentric-
ity, and disk viscosity (e.g., Artymowicz & Lubow 1994;
Miranda et al. 2017). The pressure maximum in the binary
case can be as far as four times the separation of the bi-
nary system. This means that a binary separation of 5 au is
enough to explain the cavity at 20 au (see Fig. 2 in Miranda
et al. 2017). To our knowledge, there is no evidence for the
presence of a companion to CIDA-1 (Kraus & Hillenbrand
2012), but separations of a few au have not been probed
yet. This scenario would also imply a larger mass of the
central source(s), which would make the ratio Mdisk/M?
lower, more in line with the values observed in Andrews et
al. (2013).
The accretion rate can be enhanced due to the pres-
ence of the companion. The accretion rate is expected to
be similar for both stars when there are equal-mass circu-
lar binaries. The accretion rate for such systems can be on
the order of 10−7M/y - 10−8M/y (Muñoz & Lai 2016).
If the high mass accretion rate is confirmed for CIDA1,
a tight equal-mass binary system is a plausible scenario.
The accretion rate is expected to be variable with a period
which depends mostly on the eccentricity. In the case of
circular binaries the variability can be five times the binary
period, whereas if the binary is eccentric the period is ap-
proximately one binary period. Long-term variability of the
accretion rate is therefore expected in CIDA1 if a binary is
responsible for the cavity formation.
7. Conclusions
We obtained ALMA Cycle 3 observations of the disk around
CIDA1 - a very low mass star. These observations reveal
a large dust cavity (∼20 au) characteristic of TDs, making
CIDA1 one of the few very low mass stars where a cavity
has been resolved in the millimeter emission. CIDA1 hosts
a massive disk for its stellar mass in comparison with other
T-Tauri stars in Taurus. In addition, CIDA1 has a very low
value of M˙/Mdisk, contrary to most of the TDs observed so
far.
We modeled the morphology of the dust distribution in
the visibility plane and found that the ring like structure
around CIDA1 is rather narrow, in agreement with mod-
els of particle trapping when radial drift is very efficient,
as expected around very low mass stars. We discussed the
potential origins for the cavity formation, including pho-
toevaporation, dead-zones, embedded planets, and a close
binary. Due to the large cavity and the high accretion rate
of CIDA1, photoevaporation and dead zones are unlikely
explanations. A massive embedded planet (or multiple plan-
ets whose gaps overlap) or a close binary remain as possible
explanations for the origin of the cavity. The high accretion
rate observed for CIDA1 can be explained in the case of a
binary system, where a long-term variability (one to five
times the binary period) is expected for the accretion rate.
The existence of large dust-depleted inner regions in
disks around low mass stars is of great importance for
our understanding the TD phenomenon, as the disk mass
and temperature are significantly lower than those of disks
around more massive stars. The case of a gap produced
by a massive planet, if confirmed, test the universality of
the cavity formation processes, and indicates not only that
relatively massive planets could form around stars of very
different mass, but also that their disk evolution may be
similar. This opens the question of how the radial drift bar-
rier is overcome in the first place and if the mechanisms for
the formation of the first planetesimals are similar in disks
around a large range of stellar masses. Although, the first
pressure traps may originate from for example dead zones
or zonal flows that arise from magnetohydrodynamical pro-
cess, it is an unresolved question if these can form in disks
around low mass stars or even in the extreme case of cir-
cumplanetary disks (Zhu et al. 2017), and if they will be
sufficiently strong and long-lived to stop the very high ra-
dial drift of particles expected in their disks.
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